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TODAY’S LESSON: 

Research  
and  

Taking Notes! 
 
  



ATLAS : a reference book consisting of maps and 
geographical information. 

ALMANAC : a book published each year containing 
facts and information on a wide variety of topics. 



BIBLIOGRAPHY  CARD: a note card on which a researcher writes the 
source of a piece of information. 



CARD  CATALOG : a record of a library ́s 
holdings, consisting of a separate index 
card for each item, in alphabetical order by 
title, author, or subject. 



LIBRARY  COMPUTER  CATALOG :             
an online record of a library ́s holdings. 



ENCYCLOPEDIA : a reference work that contains articles on a large 
number of topics, usually in alphabetical order. 



PERIODICAL  LITERATURE :          
includes magazines, newspapers, 
newsletters, and similar material published 
at regular intervals throughout the year. 



Plan trips to the library. 

Use a variety of sources. 

Take notes in your own 
words. 

CITE WHILE YOU WRITE! 



Write down important on one side of your notecard. 

Use the back as  your 

. 
 



Your “Works Cited Page” will elaborate  
on your In-Text Citations… 

In-Text Example:  
“To help her fulfill her Slayer duties, Buffy can always turn to Giles” (DeCandido 44). 

 

Corresponding Works Cited Entry: 
DeCandido, Graceanne A. "Bibliographic Good vs. Evil in Buffy the Vampire Slayer." 
American Libraries Sept. 1999: 44-47. Print.  



After you have a few notecards filled with your notes, 
sort them into categories or groups that go together. 
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YOU MAY FIND THAT YOU NEED TO 
DO MORE RESEARCH IN AN AREA. 
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Now you 
have the 

framework 
for your 
essay!  
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 Complete the OLS Composition  Lessons. 

 Continue researching your topic.  

 Take notes and record source information on 
the back - bibliography card. 
 

 

REMEMBER!  Cite while you write! 
 
 
  



Send me a picture of  

         
 finding books at the 

library, researching or 
taking notes on your topic! 

 

 

 
 
  





Now, research, take notes,  
and cite while you write! 


